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Villa for Sale
•€800,000 •Title Deeds

•Stunning position & views
•Swimming pool •

•6 Bedrooms & 6 bathrooms + guest W.C.

This beautiful six bedroom honey hued house can correctly be described as ‘stunning’, perched as it is on a huge plot of
land delivering an amazing view down the mountain to the coast so the owners can really feel that sense of being ‘king
and queen’ of one’s domain with amazing views down the mountain all the way along the coastline taking in Peyia and
Kissonerga.
The exterior delivers again that feeling of space with plenty of room for private parking plus an extra-large swimming
pool. A tiled roof veranda surrounds the front of the property offering shade during the hot summer months, and upon
entering the house there is a proper hallway leading into a large drawing room. Here again the view distinguishes this
property as one which would suit those who relish marvellous vistas and a peaceful haven to enjoy life. There is a large
separate well designed kitchen boasting a proper central island plus a seating area, and in winter the open fireplace in
situ makes for some very cosy dinner parties. On the other side of the central entrance hall is a bedroom with ensuite
shower, also a utility room, and a study at the front which again offers those contemplative and inspiring views. Upstairs
the master suite again delivers those views and a balcony where one can sit and enjoy a nightcap after enjoying a shower
in the ensuite bathroom as this is designed in such a way to permit one to shower and enjoy the view at the same time,
and all without any nosey neighbours enjoying an eyeful. The other three bedrooms also offer ensuite shower rooms.
We could write so much more about this property but it really has to be viewed to appreciate just how much is on offer
to a prospective buyer. Suffice to say this is a quality home and although slightly off the beaten track there are other
properties of the same high standard and style a short distance away. (But, rest assured... they cannot see you when nude
and singing your heart out when enjoying the master suite shower).






